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The press release on the International Council on Nano tech-
nology (ICON) website is for August. It is also one of the most
unattractive layouts imaginable, being a solid wedge of text,
with no space for eye-breathing. But, it is inevitably, one of the
most important notifications about work done by ICON and
Rice University’s Centre for Biological and Environmental
Nanotechnology (CBEN), where the world’s first online data
base of scientific findings related to the health and safety risks
of nanotechnology is located.
Citation information and summaries of peer-reviewed papers
on environmental health and safety research on incidental and
engineered nano-particles are collected here, under the head-
ings: entries from this year: browse by author, or by year:
advanced search and addition/correction form.
The database, being updated and enhanced over the next year,
can be accessed at http://icon.rice.edu/research.cfm and marks
a Herculean effort to integrate the massive and diverse litera-
ture on the impacts of nanoparticles by the combined efforts
of Rice researchers, the chemical industry and the US
Department of Energy.While there is a significant body of
research on the impacts of incidental nanoparticles - the unin-
tentional by-product of processes, such as combustion, and
often referred to as ultra-fine particles, few engineered nano-
material effects have been studied.
This need to collect currently available knowledge on EH&S
issues was recognised by the EHS working group of the
National Nanotechnology initiative and the Chemical Industry
Consultative Board for Advancing Nanotechnology.This work-
ing group (EHS specialists at several chemical companies, Rice
faculty fellow Dr Kristen Kulinowski, and contacts from multi-
ple government agencies) commissioned Dr Tim Borges and Ms
LeeAnn Wilson at ORNL to begin compiling a database through
a Chemicals Plus project of the DOE Office.
In future, a separate archive of policy reports and commen-
taries on key papers in the field will be established.The next
phase of the project involves organising the information within
the database, and providing analyses that are accessible to both
non-technical audiences and the research communities.
Spectrolab may be a Boeing Company, but it has nothing like its
parent company’s website, where a looming aircraft and a 
constellation of topics, running from news through to general
ethics, general info and images, could keep you dipping for hours.
No, Spectrolab keeps a plain and serviceable site, with absolutely
no concessions to the press or publicity (well, there is, but you
have to hunt for it!).
However, when wandering through http://www.spectrolab.com
and going to its products, you will find something not easily spot-
ted on Boeing, a self-service e-store!!
Intriguingly, solar cells up for sale, though the site quickly points
out that these are available in limited quatities or small batches.
On offer are silicon(!) solar cells; single junction GaAs with19%
efficiencies (21% in terrestrial conditions); dual junction GaAs at
21% efficiencies (23% terrestrial); triple junction GaAs at 25%
(27% terrestrial); and the super-duper, improved triple junction
GaAs which are reaching 31% in terrestrial condictions.
“Some of these solar cells are in excellent condition while others
are functionally limited to a certain type of application,” notes the
site, just in case you get too excited. Cells can be ordered on a
form specifically for individuals, or one for commercial businesses
and educational institutions.
When that’s completed you then send this to the very helpful
mkalachian@spectrolab.com, who also seems to be tasked with
coping with indigent press requests. Happy solar cell shopping.
Unmanned vehicles
If you are an enthusiast, http://www.shephard.co.uk/ will be 
nothing new. But for unaware news watchers, this site with its
UVonline.com is for the unmanned systems market and the UV
community and it reaches over 1.2m people every year.
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